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Abstract. Consider a wildly ramifiedG-Galois cover of curvesφ : Y → P1
k branched at only one

point over an algebraically closed fieldk of characteristicp. For anyp-pure groupG whose
Sylowp-subgroups have orderp, I show the existence of such a cover with small conductor.
The proof uses an analysis of the semi-stable reduction of families of covers.c© 2002
Acad́emie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et ḿedicales Elsevier SAS

Conducteurs des rev̂etements avec ramification sauvage

Résum é. Soitk un corps alǵebriquement clos de caractéristiquep. Soitφ : Y → P1
k un rev̂etement

fini galoisien, de groupeG, ramifié seulement au-dessus d’un point (avec ramification sau-
vage). QuandG estp-pur et lesp-Sylow deG sont d’ordrep, on montre qu’il existe un
revêtement de ce type avec un conducteur petit. La démonstration consistèa étudier la
réduction semi-stable des familles des revêtements. c© 2002 Acad́emie des sciences/Édi-
tions scientifiques et ḿedicales Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristicp. Abhyankar’s Conjecture (Raynaud [5]) states
that there exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → Pk branched at only one point if and only ifG is a quasi-p
group which means thatG is generated byp-groups. An open problem is to determine which filtrations of
higher ramification groups can be realized for the inertia groups of such a coverφ.

Let S be a chosen Sylowp-subgroup ofG. In this note, I restrict to the case thatS has orderp. Under
this assumption, any inertia group ofφ is of the formI ' Z/poµm with gcd(p,m) = 1. Furthermore, the
filtration of higher ramification groups at a ramification pointη is determined by one integerj, namely by
the lower jump or conductor; note thatj = val(g(πη)− πη)− 1 whereid 6= g ∈ S andπη is a uniformizer
at η. Note thatgcd(p, j) = 1 and the ordern′ of the prime-to-p part of the center ofI equalsgcd(j,m).
WhenG 6= Z/p, there is a nontrivial lower bound forj. In this case, under an additional hypothesis onG,
I show the existence of such a coverφ with small conductor, Theorem 3.5.

The main idea of the proof is that it is possible to decrease the ramification data of a givenG-Galois cover
φ : Y → P1

k. The method is to use [4] to deform the original coverφ to a family of covers having a fibre
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φK with bad reduction. I analyze the special fibre of the semi-stable model ofφK to find new covers ofP1
k

each branched at only one point. Under a condition onG, one of these covers will be connected. Theorem
2.8 compares the ramification information of these covers and ofφK . This is motivated by [5],[6].

Supposef : Y → X is a morphism of schemes,ξ is a point ofX, andη ∈ f−1(ξ). ThegermX̂ξ of X
at ξ is the spectrum of the complete local ring of functions ofX at ξ andf̂η : Ŷη → X̂ξ.

2. Degeneration of covers

LetR ' k[[t]] wherek = k has characteristicp > 2 and letK = Frac(R). In this section, allR-curves
are proper, normal, reduced and flat overR with smooth and geometrically connected generic fibres. All
covers ofR-curves are flat and generically separable. We analyze the semi-stable model of the special fibre
of a coverφ of R-curves with bad reduction. The results follow those of Raynaud [5], [6] whereR has
unequal characteristic. See also [7].

LEMMA 2.1. – Suppose thatf : Y → X is a cover of normal curves overR withXk andYk reduced.
LetxR be anR-point ofX which specializes to a smooth pointx ofXk. Lety ∈ f−1(x) and supposêfy is
étale outsidexR. Lete be the ramification index of̂fy,K over the pointxK = xR ×R K. If gcd(e, p) = 1
theny is smooth and̂fy,k is tamely ramified atx with ramification indexe.

Proof . – The proof is the same as in unequal characteristic, which was proved in [5, 6.3.2] using
Abhyankar’s Lemma. See also [7, 1.7] for a proof using Kato’s formula [2]. �

LEMMA 2.2. – Letf : Y → X be a Galois cover of integral semi-stableR-curves. LetyK be a rational
point of YK specializing to a pointy of Yk. Assumef : YK → XK is étale outsidef(yK). Let η be
the generic point of an irreducible component ofYk which containsy. ThenI(yK) ⊂ I(y) andI(η) is a
p-group normal in the inertia groupI(y) at y and in the stablilizerD(η) of this component.

Proof . – The proof is the same as the unequal characteristic case in [5, 6.3.3, 6.3.6]. �

LEMMA 2.3. – Letf : Y → X be as in Lemma 2.2 withx ∈ Xk andy ∈ f−1(x).

i) Assumep 6= 2. Supposex is a smooth point ofXk. Suppose thatf has at most one branch pointxR

specializing tox. Theny is a smooth point ofYk.

ii) Supposef̂x,K is étale. Ifx is a node ofXk theny is a node. IfI(η1) andI(η2) are the inertia groups
of the generic points of the components ofŶy containingy then〈I(η1), I(η2)〉 is normal inI(y) and
contains the Sylowp-subgroup ofI(y).

Proof . –

i) (The proof is similar to [7, 1.11]). Ify is a node, letI ′ be the subgroup ofI(y) which stabilizes each
of the two components passing throughy. Sincef̂y is Galois,I ′ is of index 2 and normal inI(y).
Consider the Galois quotient̂f ′y : Ŷ ′ → X̂x of f̂y by I ′. Thusf̂ ′ is a Galois cover of degree two from

a singular to a smooth germ of a curve. It is genericallyétale overX̂x,k and the ramification indexe
of f̂ ′y overxK divides 2. Sincep 6= 2, this contradicts Lemma 2.1.

ii) See [7, 1.4, 1.9]. Here is the outline:y is a node sinceY is semi-stable and the singularity can only
worsen. The subgroupI ′ = 〈I(η1), I(η2)〉 is normal inI(y). As in part (i), take the quotient of̂fy

by I ′. The resulting morphism̂f ′ is genericallyétale. Applying a formula of Kato [2] tôf ′y implies
that it is tame and thus prime-to-p. ThusI ′ contains the Sylowp-subgroup ofI(y).

�
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Now letφK : YK → P1
K be a flatG-Galois cover of proper, smooth, reduced, geometrically connected

curves overSpec(K) with genus(YK) > 2. Let Y0,R be the normalization ofP1
R in YK and letφ0,R :

Y0,R → P1
R. Note thatφ0,k can be generically inseparable andY0,k can be singular.

Here we assume thatφK is étale away from one (necessarily wild) branch point∞K .
After a finite extensionR′ of R, there exists a minimal semi-stable normal curveY which is a blow-up

of Y0,R and has an action ofG so that: the quotient map is aG-Galois coverφ : Y → X; the irreducible
components ofYk are smooth; and the branch points ofφ specialize in distinct smooth points ofXk. The
curveX is semi-stable and normal andXk is a tree of projective lines. We callφ : Y → X thestable model
of φK , [5, 6.3]. LetXbr be the component ofXk into which∞K specializes to a point∞k.

DEFINITION 2.4. – If Yk is smooth andφk is genericallyétale thenφK has good reduction.

LEMMA 2.5. – The coverφK has good reduction if and only ifXk is irreducible.

Proof . – If φK has good reduction, thenYk is connected by Zariski’s Theorem and smooth; thusXk is
irreducible sinceYk is. If Xk is irreducible, then it is smooth. Since the branch points ofφK specialize to
distinct points ofXk and sincep 6= 2, Lemma 2.3 (i) indicates that every pointy of Yk is smooth. SinceYk

is smooth andgenus(Y ) > 2 the morphismφk : Yk → Xk is genericallýetale; see [6, 2.4.10]. �

DEFINITION 2.6. – SupposeφK has bad reduction. An irreducible componentC of Xk is terminal if
C 6= Xbr andC intersects the closure ofXk − C in only one point.

PROPOSITION2.7. – Letφ : Y → X be the stable model ofφK . If φ : Y → X is genericallyétale over
a componentC ofXk thenC is terminal. Suppose thatη is the generic point of a terminal componentC of
Xk. Then|I(η)| < |S|, soφ is genericallyétale overC.

Proof . – This proof is a modification of [5, 6.3.8], [6, 2.4.8], and [6, 3.1.2] to equal characteristic
case. The crucial point is that (taking the initial component to beXbr) no wild branch point specializes to
a component which needs to be contracted in the proof. �

Suppose thatφK does not have good reduction. By Lemma 2.5,Yk andXk are singular. LetU ⊂ Xk be
the union of the non-terminal components of the treeXk. Choose a connected componentV of φ−1(U).
With Proposition 2.7 and Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 (ii), one can show thatI ⊂ D(V ) ⊂ NG(S). Let B be the set of
terminal components ofXk. Forb ∈ B, letPb be the corresponding terminal component and let∞b be the
point of intersection ofPb with U . For eachb ∈ B, let σb = jb/mb be the upper jump of the restriction of
φ to Pb over∞b. Letσ = j/m be the upper jump ofφK over∞K .

THEOREM 2.8. – (Key Formula):σ − 1 =
∑

b∈B(σb − 1).
Proof . – The proof parallels that of [6, (3.4.2)(5)] by constructing aD(V )-Galois auxiliary cover

ψ : Z → X of semi-stable curves which has the same ramification asφ but is easier to analyze. The
construction ofψ parallels [6, 3.2], using [3] and [1, Theorem 4]. �

3. Decreasing the conductor

Let φ : Y → P1
k be aG-Galois cover branched at only one point and having inertiaI ' Z/p o µm and

conductorj. WhenG 6= Z/p, there is a small set of valuesjmin(I), depending only onI, consisting of the
minimal possible conductors forφ. Letn be such thatm = nn′ for n′ as in Section 1.

DEFINITION 3.1. – Definejmin(I) = {jmin(I, a)| 1 6 a 6 n, gcd(a, n) = 1} wherejmin(I, a) =
2m+ n′ if a = 1 andn = p− 1 andjmin(I, a) = m+ an′ otherwise.

The coverφ has a non-isotrivial deformation in equal characteristicp if and only if j 6∈ jmin(I), [4,
Theorem 3.1.11]. Ifj 6∈ jmin(I) thengenus(YK) > 2. Suppose1 6 a 6 n andj ≡ an′ mod m. If
G 6= Z/p thenj > jmin(I, a), by [4, Lemma 1.4.3].

DEFINITION 3.2. – LetG(S ) ⊂ G be the subgroup generated by all proper quasi-p subgroupsG′ such
thatG′ ∩ S is a Sylowp-subgroup ofG′. The groupG is p-pure ifG(S) 6= G.
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This condition was introduced in [5]. IfG is quasi-p with |S| = p, thenG is p-pure if and only ifG is
not generated by all proper quasi-p subgroupsG′ ⊂ G such thatS ⊂ G′.

PROPOSITION3.3. – Letφ : Y → X be the stable model ofφK . If G is p-pure and has no (non-trivial)
normalp-subgroups, then for some terminal componentPb ofXk, the curveYb = φ−1(Pb) is connected.

Proof . – The proof is the same as for the unequal characteristic case, [6, 3.1.7]. �

THEOREM 3.4. – LetG be a finitep-pure quasi-p group whose Sylowp-subgroups have orderp 6= 2.
Suppose there exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → P1

k branched at only one point with inertia groupI '
Z/poµm and conductorj 6∈ jmin(I). Then there exists aG-Galois coverφb : Yb → P1

k which is branched
at only one point with inertia groupIb ' Z/poµmb

⊂ NG(S) and conductorjb satisfyingjb/mb < j/m.

Proof . – By [4, Theorem 3.3.7], for some proper connected varietyΩ, there exists a family ofG-Galois
coversφΩ : YΩ → PΩ of flat, proper, semi-stableΩ-curves branched at only oneΩ-point such that: for
somek-pointω, φ ' φω; and for someK-point ofΩ the pullbackφK : YK → P1

K has bad reduction.
Consider the stable modelφ : Y → X for φK . SinceφK has bad reduction there are at least two terminal

components ofXk. By Proposition 3.3, the cover is connected over one of the terminal componentsPb.
By Proposition 2.7, the restrictionφb : Yb → Pb ' P1

k is separable. By Lemma 2.1,φb is branched
only at∞b since no ramification ofφK specializes toPb. Over∞b, the coverφb has some inertia group
Ib ' Z/po µmb

⊂ NG(S) and some conductorjb. By Theorem 2.8,σb = jb/mb < j/m = σ. �

THEOREM 3.5. – LetG be a finitep-pure quasi-p group whose Sylowp-subgroups have orderp 6= 2.
For someI ' Z/p o µm ⊂ G and somej ∈ jmin(I), there exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → P1

k of
smooth connected curves branched at only one point over which it has inertia groupI and conductorj. In
particular, genus(Y ) 6 1 + #G(p− 1)/2p.

Proof . – By Abhyankar’s Conjecture [5, 6.5.3], for someI of the formZ/po µm′ and somej′, there
exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → P1

k with groupG which is branched at only one point with inertia groupI
and conductorj′. If j′ 6∈ jmin(I), Theorem 3.4 implies there exists aG-Galois coverφb : Yb → P1

k which
is branched at only one point with inertia groupIb ' Z/p o µmb

⊂ NG(S) and conductorjb satisfying
jb/mb < j′/m′. We reiterate this process until the inertia groupIb = Z/po µmb

and conductorjb satisfy
jb/mb 6 2 + 1/(p − 1), which impliesjb ∈ jmin(I). The condition ongenus(Y ) follows directly from
Definition 3.1 and the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. �

Example1. – Let p = 11. The simple groupG = M11 is quasi-11. The only maximal subgroup
containingZ/11 is PSL2(11), soG is 11-pure andNG(S) = Z/11 o Z/5. By Theorem 3.5, there exists
aG-Galois coverφ : Y → P1

k branched at only one point, either having inertiaZ/11 and conductor 2 or
inertiaNG(S) and conductor6 6 j 6 9.
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